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Disclaimer
This presentation includes forward-looking statements. All statements contained in this presentation other than statements of historical facts, including statements regarding future results of operations and financial
position of Innovent Biologics (“Innovent” “we,” “us” or “our”), our business strategy and plans, the clinical development of our product candidates and our objectives for future operations, are forward- looking
statements. The words “anticipate,” believe,” “continue,” “estimate,” “expect,” “intend,” “may,” “will” and similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements. We have based these forwardlooking statements largely on our current expectations and projections about future events and financial trends that we believe may affect our financial condition, results of operations, business strategy, clinical
development, short-term and long-term business operations and objectives and financial needs. These forward-looking statements are subject to a number of risks, uncertainties and assumptions. Moreover, we
operate in a very competitive and rapidly changing environment. New risks emerge from time to time. It is not possible for our management to predict all risks, nor can we assess the impact of all factors on our
business or the extent to which any factor, or combination of factors, may cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in any forward-looking statements we may make. In light of these risks,
uncertainties and assumptions, the future events and trends discussed in this presentation may not occur and actual results could differ materially and adversely from those anticipated or implied in the forwardlooking statements.
Although we believe that the expectations reflected in the forward-looking statements are reasonable, we cannot guarantee future results, levels of activity, performance, achievements or events and circumstances
reflected in the forward-looking statements will occur. We are under no duty to update any of these forward-looking statements after the date of this presentation to conform these statements to actual results or
revised expectations, except as required by law. You should, therefore, not rely on these forward-looking statements as representing our views as of any date subsequent to the date of this presentation.
This presentation also contains estimates and other statistical data made by independent parties and by us relating to market size and growth and other data about our industry. This data involves a number of
assumptions and limitations, and you are cautioned not to give undue weight to such estimates. Neither we nor any other person makes any representation as to the accuracy or completeness of such data or
undertakes any obligation to update such data after the date of this presentation. In addition, projections, assumptions and estimates of our future performance and the future performance of the markets in which
we operate are necessarily subject to a high degree of uncertainty andrisk.

This presentation may not be all inclusive and may not contain all of the information that you may consider material. Neither Innovent nor any of its affiliates, shareholders, directors, officers, employees, agents and
advisors makes any expressed or implied representation or warranty as to the completeness, fairness, reasonableness of the information contained herein, and none of them shall accept any responsibility or liability
for any loss or damage, whether or not arising from any error or omission in compiling such information or as a result of any party's reliance or use of such information. By attending or receiving this presentation you
acknowledge that you will be solely responsible for your own assessment of our business, the market and our market position and that you will conduct your own analysis and be solely responsible for forming your
own view of the potential future performance of ourbusiness.
This presentation is intended solely for investors that are qualified institutional buyers or institutional accredited investors solely for the purposes of familiarizing such investors with Innovent and determining whether
such investors might have an interest in a securities offering contemplated by Innovent . Any such offering of securities will only be made pursuant to an exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the
registration requirements of the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or by means of a registration statement (including a prospectus) filed with the SEC, after such registration statement becomes effective. No
such registration statement has been filed, or become effective, as of the date of this presentation. This presentation shall not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities, nor shall
there be any sale of any securities in any state or jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful prior to registration or qualification under the securities laws of any such state or jurisdiction.
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Our Mission, Vision and Development Strategy

COMPANY MISSION

COMPANY VISION

COMPANY STRATEGY

To develop and commercialize high
quality biopharmaceuticals that are
affordable to ordinary people

To be a premier biopharmaceutical
company in the world

 Robust and high quality pipeline
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 Global standard cGMP biologics
manufacturing facility in China
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2020: the Journey Continues despite COVID-19

• Successfully launched the
second commercial product
Byvasda®.

• Generated about Rmb900Mn
sales for Tyvyt® in 1H 2020 as
the only PD-1 in NRDL;
• sNDA of Tyvyt® for 1L
nsqNSCLC and 1L sqNSCLC
accepted by NMPA.

STRONG SALES
PERFORMANCE

EXPAND OUR PRODUCT
PORTFOLIO

• Entered registrational trials
of four assets;
• Fast clinical trial progress for
prioritized assets both in
China and overseas

•

FAST AND ON-TRACK
CLINICAL
DEVELOPMENT

FRUITFUL STRATEGIC
COLLABORATIONS
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Entered five important
cross-company
collaborations, including
a collaboration with
Roche on T-cell bispecific
antibodies and cell
therapy.
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Key Terms of Strategic Collaboration with Lilly
Collaboration Regions

Lilly: Receives development and commercialization rights
to Tyvyt® outside of China.
Innovent: Receives US$200Mn upfront payment, up to
US$825Mn potential milestones and double digit
royalties.

>US$1Bn total deal value
US$200Mn
in upfront cash
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Up to
US$825Mn

potential
milestones in
total

Double digit
royalties
on net sales
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Transformative Opportunity for Tyvyt® to Enter the Huge Global
PD-(L)1 Market
New Cancer Cases by Region, 2018

Huge and still growing Ex-China PD-(L)1
market as I/O backbone for cancer treatment
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4.3M
new cancer cases in China

2018
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2019

18.1M
new cancer cases globally
Source: company annual reports

Source: Globocan 2018
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Building on a Successful Long-term Partnership with Lilly

Strategic Collaboration with a Premier Global Partner

Mar 20th, 2015

Mar 9th, 2019

Aug 22nd, 2019

•

Innovent and Lilly announced a global
strategic alliance in oncology

•

•

•

The collaboration will support the
development and commercialization of at
least 3 cancer treatments

Innovent and Lilly jointly launched
Tyvyt® in China as dual branded
product, with the creative codevelopment and co-promotion
method

Innovent and Lilly entered into a licensing
agreement for OXM3 in China, expanding
the partnership into diabetes

Oct 12th, 2015

Aug 18th , 2020

•

•

Innovent and Lilly entered an ex-China
development and commercialization
licensing agreement for TYVYT®

•

Upfront payment of US$200mm, potential
milestones up to US$825mm and double
digit royalties

Innovent and Lilly expanded the strategic
alliance to include immuno-oncology
bispecific antibodies both in and outside
of China
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Key advantages for a Global Tyvyt® Collaboration with Lilly

1

Accelerate access of Tyvyt® to global patients

2

Opportunity to maximize the commercial value of Tyvyt®

3

Develop global brand to support future commercial efforts of the Company

4

Innovent’s first major step in bringing our innovative portfolio to the global market

It is the first time for a China innovative, marketed large molecule medicine
out-licensed to a global pharmaceutical company
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Objective: Building a Global Biopharmaceutical Company

STEPPING ONTO GLOBAL STAGE

INITIAL SUCCESS IN CHINA

• Expand presence in international market with
appropriate products and fast penetration
strategy

• Successfully launched Tyvyt® and Byvasda®
• Commenced Rmb1047.5m revenue sales in
2019, and about Rmb900m sales for Tyvyt®
in 1H 2020

• More diversified and de-risked potential
product portfolio

• Established a diversified portfolio consisting
of 23 late- and early- stage assets

• Broader patient groups and bigger market
potential
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Accelerating Innovent’s Global Footprint

Jun 2018:
Established U.S.
Subsidiary

2018

Jan 2020
Licensed out rights of
IBI-305 (bevacizumab
biosimilar) in U.S. and
Canada to Coherus

Jan 2020:
Received IND approval
from U.S. FDA for
Phase 1 of IBI-322 (PDL1/CD47 bispecific
antibody)

Jan-Feb 2020:
Received orphan drug
designations for Tyvyt®
for TCL and ESCC from US
FDA, and PCTL from EMA

2019

2018:
Initiated Phase 1b
study of IBI-308 (PD-1)
in U.S. for solid tumors
and endometrial
cancer

1H 2020:
Completed Phase 1a
study enrolment of IBI188 (CD47 antibody) in
U.S.

Aug 2020:
Established EU
Subsidiary

2020
2019
Initiated Phase 1a study of
IBI-188 (CD47 antibody) in
U.S.

Feb 2020:
Received IND approval from
U.S. FDA for global Phase 3
of Tyvyt® for 1L ESCC

May 2020:
Collaborated with
University of Texas MD
Anderson Cancer Center to
co-develop Tyvyt® in rare
cancers in U.S.

Aug 2020
Licensed out development
and commercialization
rights of Tyvyt® outside of
China to Eli Lilly

Supported by appropriate global manufacturing capacity plan
Note: TCL= T-cell lymphoma; PCTL=Peripheral T-cell lymphoma; ESCC= Esophageal squamous cell carcinoma.
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Keep Exploring Global Opportunities for Our Assets
IBI-308
(Sintilimab, PD-1)

IBI-188
(CD47)

IBI-305
(Bevacizumab)

IBI-322
(PD-L1/CD47)

• Received IND approval

• Completed Phase 1a

• Licensed out rights of IBI-

• Received IND approval

305 in U.S. and Canada to
Coherus in January 2020

from US FDA in January
2020
• Plan to initiate Phase 1
study for IBI-322 and
dose first patient in the
U.S. in 2020.

from US FDA for global
Phase 3 for 1L EC in 1H
2020.

• Entered collaboration
with MD Anderson in
rare cancers in U.S.

study enrollment in 1H
2020 in U.S.;

• To initiate U.S. phase 1b
in 2H with plan for a
registrational
development thereafter

• On going effort to
expand cooperation with
other parties

IBI-939
(TIGIT)
•

Planning for global
development

• Licensed out ex-China
rights of Tyvyt® to Lilly

Established subsidiaries in U.S. and
Europe with expansion plan

Plan appropriate manufacturing capability
to support the international strategy
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Comprehensive Globalization Plan from R&D to Commercial
1

Innovation focused R&D
• Robust in-house R&D platform
• Strategic collaboration to further enrich R&D
• Establishing global R&D presence
2

Anchor drug candidates with global potential
•
•
•
•

3

Potential FIC or BIC category in global market
Drugs with meaningful global market potential
Self develop or co-develop with partners in overseas clinical trial
Supported by appropriate international manufacturing capacity

Gradual approach to build up international commercial capability
• Collaboration with global pharmaceutical partner as the first step
• Expand our local commercial capability gradually in the future
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Expected Upcoming Milestones in Overseas Market (2020)

IBI-188 (CD47): To initiate U.S. phase 1b in 2H with plan for a registrational development thereafter

01

04

To announce the U.S. Phase 1a safety data at SITC in Nov 2020

02

IBI-308 (PD-1): To initiate patient enrolment of global phase 3 for 1L Esophageal Carcinoma

03

IBI-305 (Bevacizumab): Coherus to receive IND approval from the U.S. FDA

IBI-322 (PD-L1/CD47): To initiate Phase 1 and dose first patient in the U.S.
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Summary: A Long Term Vision
2030
2025
• Expanded
commercialized products
in China

2020
• 3 commercialized
products
• More products at late
stage development
01

• Increased GMP
manufacturing capacity

02

03

• Multiple products
approved in the
international market

• More commercialized
products, including firstin-class products
launched globally
• To be a premier global
biopharmaceutical
company

• Commercial supply from
overseas manufacturing
site

VISION

• Establish Innovent
Academy
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